
CAC is unique. We design and deliver sustainable social impact by
engaging all sectors to address the UN SDGs.

We do this through our three brands: Creating Legacies 17, Choice for
Women 17, and Coaching 17.

Coaching 17 educates active citizens and strengthens organizations to
create sustainable social impact in their communities.

Through Purposeful Play and Education Outside the Classroom, CAC
drives sustainable social change from the largest of cities to the most
remote communities around the world. Purposeful Play is based on our
Self-Directed Learning Methodology that creates an environment for
participants to take more control and guide their own learning. They are
able to suggest and implement solutions to problems posed by the
educators or the activities themselves. This develops the key skill sets of
problem solving and critical thinking.

WHAT IS CAC?

Coach
Accreditation
Pathway 2023

Accreditation is a journey that CAC and our Community Impact Coaches
take together, from our initial meeting and sharing of common goals,
through the process of on-field and virtual support to develop a deep
understanding of the core principles valued for CAC’s coaching
methodology and a strong foundation of underpinning knowledge of UN
SDGs.

Our accredited coaches are recognized across the whole of the sports
development sector and celebrated for delivering superior coaching
sessions. Once accredited, coaches experience professional opportunities
to travel and deliver CAC projects in their home region and country as
well as potential opportunities globally. Our certificate of accreditation
enhances employability status as well as strengthening the curriculum
programming and delivery of the organization they currently support.
CAC will happily provide written and verbal references for any future
career prospects of our accredited coaches. 

WHY SHOULD I BECOME ACCREDITED?
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"I started volunteering with Coaches Across
Continents in 2011 – 2012 as a Community Impact
Coach, during this time I was able to travel to
different counties in Kenya alongside the CAC staff.
In the process of impacting different communities
through play, I developed the interest of doing the
same in my own community.

This resulted in the birth of Green-Kenya in 2014,
because I wanted to reach many children not only in
Kenya but in Africa in general.

"I am Jaspreet Kaur from Youth Football Club
Rurka Kalan, Punjab, India. I have participated in a
number of Coaches Across Continents workshops
on soccer for social impact, including those on
self-directed learning, women's empowerment,
conflict resolution, soccer for fun, and child rights. 

I began working for CAC in 2015 as a Community
Impact Coach. As a CIC, I have gone across India to
Bengaluru with Parikrma and Naz Foundation,
internationally to Myanmar, Doha, Qatar, and have
given workshops with a wide range of
organizations both nationally and globally.

We currently have 10 accredited coaches globally. Here are two
examples:

WHO IS ACCREDITED?

In addition, under CAC, I have got a chance to participate in an online
education program in 2018 and successfully participated. I am a leader under
Choice for Women brand and advancing SRHR and GBV prevention in my
organization. Also training and mentoring more leaders to deliver the sessions. 

I was selected by CAC to become an accredited coach in 2020. I've had a
wonderful experience with CAC during my nine-year trip, and it is difficult to
put into words the events that changed my life. The program began with fewer
than 1000 participants at first. Currently, we are working with about 5,000 kids."

10 years down the line, I have developed into an Accredited Coach and Green
Kenya has evolved into an Accredited Organization in Africa, and now I am
honing the expertise of a sport for social impact consultant. The vision is to
enhance the capacity of youth to transform their lives and communities
through sports to earn in and create employment in Africa." - David Mulo

There are three categories to accreditation: Safeguarding, Professional Development
and Purposeful Play Culture each with 4-6 strategic resources. Candidates must
complete all strategic resources in all three categories to receive CAC Coach
Accreditation.

WHAT DOES ACCREDITATION LOOK LIKE?

SAFEGUARDING
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PURPOSEFUL PLAY
CULTURE

CAC SAFE
WHISTLE BLOWING
CODE OF CONDUCT
GENDER TOOLKIT 

UNITED NATIONS SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
MONITORING AND EVALUATION
WORKPLACE COMMUNICATIONS
UN CONVENTION FOR THE
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
SPORTS SESSION PLANNER
GAME CREATION AND ADAPTION

ON FIELD CAC VISIT
SELF DIRECTED LEARNING
COACHING GUIDELINES
GLOABL DAY OF PLAY
#PLEDGETOPLAYEVERYDAY
EXPERIENCED PRACTITIONER
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SAFEGUARDING1.

Criteria How will we support you? What do we want to see?

Child Safe 

Resource call or in person support,
providing an outline for education
sessions and curriculum activities
based on UN Convention on the

Rights of the Child

Coach delivers minimum 5 core Child
Rights games from Coaches Across

Continents. 

Coach Safe

Resource call or in person support,
providing an outline for education

sessions and the role of the coach in
safeguarding the child. 

Declaration of Human Rights

Understand and demonstrate how to
create a supportive coaching

environment with best practices for
safe coaching. Can explain the coaches’
roles and responsibilities in protecting

children and demonstrate non -
discriminatory practices.

 
Complete CoachSAFE self audit. 

Organization Safe

Resource call, co-writing and
editing, providing a template,

reviewing existing safeguarding
policy, on field support in use of PP 

A coach knows how to report
suspected abuse and who to report to. 

 
Coaches receive training on Child

Protection every year.

Community Safe
Resource call, community mapping

exercise

Coaches can explain who else in the
community play a role in supporting

the safeguarding of children. 
 

Complete Community Mapping
Exercise

Social Media Safe
Resource call, private call for advice

and key points to include

Coaches are role models to
demonstrate best practices of social

media and raise awareness of the risks
that social media can create.

Whistle Blowing
Policy

Resource call, explaining the need
for the policy and how to share

information safely. 

Coaches know where the policy is,
understands its contents and feels

confident and empowered to follow
procedures to protect children. 

Code of Conduct
Resource call, support and

explanation for  the need of this
resource. 

Coach signs their organisation’s code of
conduct and understands the need to

follow.

Gender Safe

Toolkit, Resource call,
Refer to: Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW)

Coach is aware of the challenges
unique to women and girls to

access/partake safely in their sessions,
and looks to address those challenges. 

 
Completed GenderSAFE Toolkit

COACH ACCREDITATION REQUIRED CRITERIA

CAC SAFE is an educational package which includes purposeful play games,
tasks and policies which when brought to life through strong procedural
practice helps to make everyone involved SAFER from the children to the
coaches, the organization and the whole community. A coach must be familiar
with all the policies and know what these policies look like on the field and can
make the right choices and actions when needed to protect those around
them; they are a role model of safeguarding practice. 

A basic safeguarding qualification is linked below to get you started:
https://sites.google.com/coachesacrosscontinents.org/cacsafeselflearninghu
b/learning-lab

PURPOSEFUL PLAY
CULTURE

ON FIELD CAC VISIT
SELF DIRECTED LEARNING
COACHING GUIDELINES
GLOABL DAY OF PLAY
#PLEDGETOPLAYEVERYDAY
EXPERIENCED PRACTITIONER

2. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Coaches play a pivotal role which directly influences the success and
sustainability of their organization. Coaches need to understand the United
Nations Social Development Goals, and in particular the ones that are most
relevant to the curriculum they are delivering. Coaches should collect relevant
data and feed this back to their organization so that it can be processed to
validate the success of each program. Workplace as our primary
communication tool, we ask coaches to engage in regular contact to reinforce
the partnership between the organization, the coach and CAC. 
Sports Session Planner is an online software program where you can access a
bank of CAC games which have diagrams, descriptions and animations.
Coaches should be able to access this software, interpret the games and
deliver them without support. Join our monthly roundtable discussion groups
to facilitate the design of your own games and upload them onto SSP to share
with other coaches globally. 
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Criteria How will we support you? What do we want to see?

United Nations Social
Development Goals

Resource call, CAC staff
mentoring, sharing relative

documents.

Coach can describe the role of
the UNSDGs, knows which
ones are important to their

community, and can explain
their relevance through
purposeful play on-field. 

Monitoring and Evaluation

Resource call, support in
developing/ providing

resources. Emails and calls to
remind you to collect data if

the project is funded.

Coach knows what data they
have to collect and who they

have to pass it to. 
Coach understands the

importance of M & E and how
it feeds into their

organisation's structure. 

Workplace

CAC to set up and support use
of the software for

coaches.Share one pager on
how to use Workplace

Coach engages with the CAC
Community on Workplace at

least once a month. 

UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child

Resource call to explain and
understand the document and

how to bring it to life

Coach has read the UN CRC
document, understands how

to promote Child Rights. 

Sports Session Planner CAC provide online training
Coach is comfortable using

SSP. 

Curriculum Creating/ Adapting
CAC provide online training,
curriculum round tables, on-

field examples. 

Coach is able to create or
adapt CAC games to be locally

relevant and impactful. 

3. PURPOSEFUL PLAY CULTURE

Criteria How will we support you? What do we want to see?

On field CAC visit CAC staff visit on field
Coach leads On-Field program
that is cohesive and impactful,

beyond individual games. 

Self Directed Learning CAC staff visit on field

Coaches can deliver games in a
style that allows learners to
make choices, find solutions

and resolve conflicts
themselves. 

Coaches are skilled at
questioning.

Coaching Guidelines
CAC provide on field and online

training

Coach demonstrates the
qualities of the 12 CAC
coaching guidelines.

Global Day of Play
Resource call, Social media

support

Coaches facilitate 60+ minutes
of play on August 27th and use
of the #PledgetoPlayEveryday

on Social Media. 

#PledgetoPlayEveryday
CAC provide advice and

resources

Coach promotes at least 2
posts per month using the
#PledgetoPlayEveryday on

social media. 

Experienced practitioner
CAC mentoring and support

both on field and virtually.

Coach has demonstrated
quality delivery of purposeful

play in their community,
covering a range of local social

issues. 
 

Coach can interpret a game in
written or animated format
and bring it to life on-field.

 
Feedback from other members

of the coach’s organisation. 

Through the academic theory behind our teaching methodology, CAC is
uniquely positioned as the leading brand in Self Directed Learning across the
sports for development industry. This is the reason for our nominations and
awards, and by utilizing our style of coaching you will be able to deliver fun and
engaging sessions which sustainably influence social change.
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